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The purpose of this study is to examine whether changing the way newspaper stories
report crime and violence can induce shifts in readers’ perceptions of the problem.
Using an experiment that manipulates the framing and graphic presentation of
newspaper stories on crime and violence, we seek to discover whether the public health
model that calls for news stories to incorporate information on context, risk factors,
and prevention strategies will help readers learn more about the context in which
crime and violence occurs, endorse prevention strategies in addition to punishment,
and become more attuned to societal risk factors and causes of crime and violence.

In the riots that resulted from the verdict in the Rodney King beating trial, approximately
200 of the 728 bars and liquor stores in South Central Los Angeles were destroyed.
Residents had long complained that alcohol outlets were magnets for crime and violence,
so they formed a coalition to ®ght the rebuilding of the liquor stores in their community
(Wallack, Dorfman, Jernigan, & Themba, 1993). The citizens in the coalition did their
own study and found their neighborhoo d had more alcohol outlets than 13 states (Stevens,
1997). Another study showed that each alcohol outlet was associated with an additional
3.4 violent crimes in that area (Scribner, MacKinnon, & Dwyer, 1995).
The South Central citizens educated the media about these studies and succeeded in
shifting the focus on crime and violence in their area from con¯icts between Blacks and
Koreans to the overabundance of liquor stores (Stevens, 1994; Wallack et al., 1993).
Once the local media reported this information, of®cials began taking action to reduce the
number of alcohol outlets (Stevens, 1994).
The authors thank Lori Dorfman of the Berkeley Media Studies Group and Jane Stevens,
Discovery Channel and the New York Times Online, for their leadership in articulating public health
approaches to crime and violence reporting and their help in editing the news stories tested here.
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The approach the South Central citizens took, of looking for the social causes of
crime and violence, and treating crime and violence as preventable, is catching on. In the
vanguard are public health of®cials and epidemiologist s pushing for a change in how
Americans think about violent crime (Stevens, 1994, 1997, 1998; Thompson, 1998).
Violence should be considered in the same category as other deadly epidemics such as
lung cancer and heart disease, public health of®cials say. Violence has de®nable risk
factors, and, most importantly, it is not inevitable but is potentially preventable (Dorfman,
Woodruff, Chavez, & Wallack, 1997). Today, there is a rapid increase in violence
research and prevention programs, but there is little chance of the success of such programs unless the way people think about violence is also changed (Dorfman et al., 1997;
Stevens, 1997). That involves a change in the way media cover crime and violence, from
reporting that individuals are responsible for violence to addressing underlying societal
causes and giving crime a context that helps citizens understand where it comes from and
what actions can reduce it.
Epidemiologist s are using the same scienti®c approaches to ®ghting crime and
violence as they did to reduce other public health problemsÐde®ning its risk factors and
developing prevention strategies (Mercy, Rosenberg, Powell, Broone, & Roper, 1993).
Yet almost all media coverage of crime and violence centers on what individuals can do
to help themselves; little if any reporting points out social changes that can help prevent
violent crime (Dorfman et al., 1997; Stevens, 1997, 1998).
The purpose of this study is to examine whether changing the way newspaper stories
report crime and violence can induce shifts in readers’ perceptions of the problem. With
two experiments that manipulate the framing and graphic presentation of newspaper
stories on crime and violence, the study seeks to discover whether the public health
1
model that calls for news stories to incorporate information on context, risk factors, and
prevention strategies will help readers learn more about the context in which crime and
violence occurs, endorse prevention strategies in addition to punishment, and be more
attuned to societal risk factors and causes of crime and violence.

Literature Review
The public health model is de®ned as an approach that sees the causes of death and injury
as preventable rather than inevitable. By studying the interaction among the victims, the
agent, and the environment, the public health approach seeks to de®ne risk factors, then
develop and evaluate methods to prevent problems that threaten public health. The goal
of the model is to alter the basic conditions in society that give rise to and sustain such
problems (Mercy et al., 1993). Although it may seem unusual to put crime and violence
in the same category as heart disease or AIDS, public health of®cials point out that as the
leading cause of death in this country, violence can and should be approached in the same
way as any other deadly social disease (Dorfman et al., 1997). By categorizing violence
with other public health problems and applying the same scienti®c tools used to control
other epidemics, public health proponents believe they can convince Americans that
violence is predictable and potentially preventable (Stevens, 1997). They see their task as
no different from the one public health experts faced in the 1960s when they advised that
1

Our use of the term ``public health model of reporting’’ is borrowed from the framers of this
approach (Dorfman et al.,1997; Stevens, 1994, 1997, 1998). As one reviewer noted, this may not be
the most precise term for a public health audience since this broad field encompasses individual risk
factors as well as more societally focused factors. We acknowledg e this limitation but use the term
``public health model of reporting’’ so as to unambiguousl y identify it with the definition of this
reporting approach conceived by its framers.
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adding safety features to cars, wearing seat belts, and not drinking and driving would
reduce automobile deaths and injuries. Until the 1960s, traf®c accidents were blamed on
``the nut behind the wheel’’ (Stevens, 1997, p. 11). Prevention strategies were limited to
advising people to drive more safely. When researchers began identifying the role of
societal and environmental risk factors in auto crashes, public health advocates took the
®ndings to the media and sought to change the way these events were covered. The media
began including the type of cars involved, road and weather conditions, and whether
people were driving drunk or wearing seatbelts. Soon, perceptions of the causes of auto
injuries and deaths changed, and more social policies were enacted to discourage drunk
driving, build safer roads, and force car manufacturers to design safety features into cars.
The rate of automobile deaths and injuries slowed (Stevens, 1997).
Crime and violence are not so different, epidemiologist s say (Mercy et al., 1993).
Some of the risk factors associated with high levels of many kinds of violence include
poverty, racial segregation and discrimination , unemployment, alcohol, ®rearms, the
portrayal of violence in the media, lack of education, child abuse, childhood exposure to
violence, and the belief in male dominance (Stevens, 1997, p. 13).
Now that epidemiologist s have identi®ed these societal risk factors, this information
is available for reporters to include in their stories, giving audiences a better perspective
on the problem and more information about identi®ed risk factors and consequences to
individuals and society. Some newspapers, at least, are beginning to show signs of
shifting toward emphasizing public health issues and including more external environmental factors in their portrayals of alcohol (Lemmens, Vaeth, & Green®eld, 1999).
Another study found that while most newspaper coverage was still more event-centered
than analytic, there was a trend toward offering more context, analysis, and interpretations in the coverage of crimes and accidents (Barnhurst & Mutz, 1997).
While not con®ning itself to coverage of crime or public health issues, the controversial public journalism movement, also called civic journalism , has also encouraged
media reports to include a contextual framework that would help citizens understand the
issues (Merritt, 1995). Although this inclusion of contextual information is only one of
the many changes public journalis m advocates, some researchers have found that some
newspapers that have adopted the public journalism approach are indeed more likely to
include more contextual information (Blazier & Lemert, 2000).
However, most research has shown that the media have not routinely included public
health information in their reports (Dorfman et al., 1997; Stevens, 1998). Most studies,
which typically examine reporting on more conventional health problems such as illness
and disease rather than crime and violence, show infrequent information of the contextual
kind called for by the public health model. Several studies have found this is true for
science stories (Friedman, Gomey, & Egolf, 1992; Logan, 1998; Logan, Zengjun, &
Wilson, 2000; Nelkin, 1995). Lately, this seems to be especially true for the issue of
domestic violence (Berns, 1999; Meyers, 1997). One content analysis of violence
reporting showed that out of 1,791 television news stories in California, only one story
had an explicit public health frame (Dorfman et al. 1997). When prevention was discussed at all, it was usually in the form of advice on personal safety. Larger societal
factors were mentioned rarely. A study on youth violence by the Berkeley Media Studies
group found that few stories included information about precursors or prevention strategies (Stevens, 1997). Numerous content analyses consistently show that crime is
overreported in proportio n to its occurrence (see Heath & Gilbert, 1996, for a summary).
These media portrayals of crime and violence that rarely include risk factors or prevention strategies persist despite calls for more such reporting within the journalism industry
(Astor, 1994; Bishop, 1993; Kirkhorn, 1996; Merritt, 1995; Stepp, 1998), and research
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shows that when risk factors and causal information on crime is included, readers are less
fearful, especially with regard to local crimes (Chiricos, Padgett, & Gertz, 2000; Heath,
1984). This is signi®cant because media reports on crime and violence can have effects on
readers’ perceptions. Many studies have found that individuals exposed to extensive crime
news are more fearful than those not exposed to large quantities of crime news (Einsiedel,
Salomone, & Schneider, 1984; Gebotys, Roberts, & DasGupta, 1988; Jacob, 1984; Liska &
Baccaglini, 1990; Loo, 1995; Smith, 1984; Williams & Dickinson, 1993).
Iyengar (1991) found that television news stories on crime framed a certain way led
people to attribute responsibilit y to individuals , and that crime stories framed differently
led people to attribute responsibilit y more to societal causes. His de®nition of ``thematic’’
coverage has many commonalities with the type of reporting advocated by the public
health model. Thematic coverage was associated with increased societal attributions ,
while episodic coverageÐthe kind employed by most news storiesÐwas related to
increased attribution s of individualisti c causal responsibilit y as well as punitive treatment. Regarding crime coverage speci®cally, Iyengar found that episodic reporting was
the rule (1991).
One of the founders of the public journalism movement (Merritt, 1995) cites
Iyengar’s ®ndings regarding episodic and thematic reporting in his call for journalists to
begin ``framing issues more broadly’’ (p. 74). Merritt’s point is that thematic reporting
that includes a thorough discussion of underlying issues helps encourage the ``true
deliberation’’ that is necessary to ``revitalize public life’’Ðthe ultimate aim of the public
journalis m approach (Merritt, 1995, p. 74).
The idea of episodic and thematic reporting also forms the overarching framework
for the concepts of base rate information and exemplars. Episodic reporting is made up
primarily of exemplars, while thematic reporting includes much more base rate information. Exemplars are de®ned as case studies about individuals whose circumstances
illustrate the phenomenon in question, involve only limited individua l cases, and are
chosen mainly for their entertaining qualities rather than the accuracy of their representation of the topic in the report. Base rate information, however, gives details of the
number or proportion of people or things involved in a given social issue (Brosius &
Bathelt, 1994; Gibson & Zillmann, 1994, 1998). Base rate information is necessary to
give a thematic frame to an issue; exemplars are the hallmark of episodic reporting. The
news media continue to rely on the more sensational and less reliable exemplars than the
base rate information the public health model advocates for adding valuable context to
reports on crime. Research shows that people tend to rely on exemplars when they form
perceptions and judgments about the social issues presented. Despite its greater validity
and generalizability, base rate information does not exert a strong effect on the audiences’
perceptions or judgments. In fact, people tend to ignore base rate information when even
¯imsy speci®c evidence in the form of exemplars is present (Kahneman & Tversky,
1973).
If public perceptions of crime are formed partly on the basis of media information
(Stroman & Seltzer, 1985), then, over time, media messages that emphasize certain
information about crime and violence create a framework for thinking about solutions
that favor certain kinds of social change over others (Ericson, Baranek, & Chan, 1991;
Leps, 1992; Scheingold, 1991; van Dijk, 1993). ``There is evidence that people’s perceptions of risk are subject to large and systematic biases. These misconceptions
undoubtedly in¯uence the way that people think about and respond to hazards in their
personal lives. Such biases may misdirect the actions of public interest groups and
government agencies, resulting in less than optimal control of risk’’ (Combs & Slovic,
1979, pp. 837±838). Thus it is important to learn whether changing the way the media
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report on crime and violence to a public health model can actually change people’s
perceptions. If it is indeed the case that a public health approach to news stories can bring
about positive attitude change, then the media may play an important role in altering the
conditions in society that give rise to crime and violence.
Journalistic Conventions
Altering the way journalists cover crime and violence may be no easy task. The controversy over the public journalism movement of the 1990s is testimony to this. The
conventions used to structure news stories have gained acceptance from journalists and
their audiences (Graber, 1984). While journalists’ routines are accepted as appropriate
practice, they are not ideologically neutral. A common criticism of the news media is that
they perpetuate the hegemonic view of individuals over the collective (Grabe, 1996;
Iyengar, 1991; Shoemaker & Reese, 1991). Some have suggested that journalists risk
failure by offering a new point of view that challenges long-held ideas (Milio, 1985).
That failure is compounded by a focus that shifts away from the individua l and onto the
broader environment (Wallack, 1990). An emphasis on collective solutions runs counter
to Western society’s basic liberal values as well as to journalists’ conventions.

Theoretical Framework
Understanding what is involved in the task of changing the way journalists report crime
and violence necessitates some knowledge of schema theory, frame analysis or framing
theory, and attribution theory. Another relevant theoretical perspective is the role of the
media in agenda setting.
Schema theory is the overarching framework under which framing theory and
attribution theory can be understood. Schemas are the knowledge structures that organize
people’s memories (Harris, 1994). Schema theory basically says that people do not literally store and retrieve incoming information, including information they get from the
media, but modify it in terms of their preexisting beliefs. The new content of media
messages is comprehended through interactions with the knowledge people already have
(Ajzen & Fishbein, 1975; Brewer & Nakamura, 1984; Petty & Cacioppo, 1981; Rubin,
1986; Rumelhart, 1980; Thorndyke, 1984). People incorporate the new information
within their previously formed schemas and draw inferences (Harris, 1994).
How people’s schemas can be manipulated by the messages they receive is the
subject of frame analysis. This theory says that people monitor their social environment
for cues that signal when they should change their existing preconceptions or schema
(Goffman, 1974). Events are ``framed’’ or given a ®eld of meaning within which they can
be understood (Severin & Tankard, 1992). This theory implies that cues learned from the
media can be used also to make sense of our experiences and social situation (Baran &
Davis, 1995). Framing essentially involves selection and salience. The frames that the
media use in stories help de®ne problems and call attention to some things while
obscuring others (Entman, 1993). What is left out also contributes to the power of frames.
The idea of framing also implies that the frame has a common effect on a large portion of
the audience (Entman, 1993). At the most general level, framing refers to subtle
alterations in statement or presentation.
According to Entman (1993), frames have at least four functions: to de®ne problems,
diagnose causes, make moral judgments, and suggest remedies.
Framing can be viewed under the rubric of agenda setting, which is quintessentiall y
described as the idea that the media do not tell people what to think, but what to
think about (Cohen, 1963). This theory basically says that one of the effects of mass
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communication is to direct people’s attention to certain problems or issues (McCombs &
Shaw, 1972). Agenda setting concerns a more macro level of in¯uence than framing
theory; whereas agenda setting deals with the subjects or topics of media messages,
framing can be thought of as the focus or angle within those subjects.
Attribution theory relates to framing because how a message is framed can have an
effect on how people attribute responsibilit y or place blame. Attribution theory says that
people in Western cultures typically exaggerate the role of individuals ’ motives and
intentions while downplaying the role of contextual or societal factors. Psychologist s
have termed this the fundamental attribution error (Jones, 1979). Research has shown that
certain kinds of news frames tend to encourage this fundamental attribution error of
placing responsibility with individuals , while other kinds of news frames are associated
with a tendency to attribute responsibilit y more to societal factors than to individuals .
Iyengar’s (1991) studies of news frames and attribution of responsibilit y document this
connection. He showed that news stories typically used either episodic frames or thematic
frames. The episodic frames depicted concrete events that illustrated issues, while thematic frames put issues in a more general context. He found that episodic framing, which
is the more common kind of news frame, leads to individual attribution s of responsibility .
The more rare thematic frame was more likely to result in societal attributions . Attribution of responsibility is critical to social change; who citizens hold accountable for
social problems can determine the kinds of solutions they choose. Iyengar argues that the
media’s ``unswerving focus on speci®c episodes, individual perpetrators, victims, or other
actors at the expense of more general, thematic information inhibits the attribution of
political responsibility to societal factors’’ (p. 5). His studies found that ``following
exposure to episodic framing, Americans describe chronic problems such as poverty and
crime not in terms of deep-seated social or economic conditions, but as mere idiosyncratic outcomes.’’ However, when news coverage ``presents a more general or analytic
frame of reference . . . the public’s reasoning about causal and treatment responsibilit y
shifts accordingly’’ (p. 137).
Crime was one of the speci®c issues of Iyengar’s studies. A content analysis of the
television news stories in his study found that crime was framed almost exclusively in
episodic termsÐ89% of all news stories. In addition, the stories tended to focus on
violent crime (Iyengar, 1991). His results showed that episodic versus thematic coverage
yielded only weak results for crime. While the episodic frame did increase attributions of
individua l responsibility , the effects showed strong interactions with the subject matter.
For instance, episodic framing of White crime elicited higher levels of individual
responsibilit y than the thematic framing, but these same effects were absent for stories
dealing with Black crime and illegal drugs. He concludes, however, that ``it is remarkable
that relatively modest amounts of exposure to news about illegal drugs, white or black
crime . . . proved suf®cient to induce signi®cant shifts in viewers’ attributions ’’ (p. 45).
His results also showed that systematic differences in attribution of responsibility were
related to political ideology and party af®liation. Differences between Democrats and
Republicans consistently exceeded differences between societal and individualisti c
attributors when it came to issues of crime, terrorism, and racial inequality (p. 107).
The interaction of race and crime was the focus of research by Pef¯ey and colleagues
(1996). In their experiment, White participants who endorsed negative stereotypes of
African Americans viewed Black suspects in television crime stories as deserving of
more punitive treatment than similarly portrayed White suspects. Even when confounding variables such as gender, age, party identi®cation, and ideology were controlled
for, individuals who held negative racial stereotypes had more punitive attitudes toward
crime.
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The research presented here was conducted in two parts; in our ®rst study, we coded
respondents into three broad categories of world views. They are: fatalism, following
Rotter’s construct (Rotter, 1954; Rotter, Chance, & Phares, 1972), just world, using
Lerner’s de®nition (Lerner, 1970, Lerner & Matthews, 1967; Lerner & Simmons, 1966),
and comprehensibilit y (Silk, 1995). Fatalism was de®ned as viewing things as random,
with no logical cause or reason. Those with fatalistic views of the world see social change
as impossible, so any attempts to better the world are futile. The just world point of view
was de®ned as seeing society as fair and the status quo as desirable. People with this point
of view believe conformity to rules and authority is important, and punishment is
appropriate. ``People get what they deserve,’’ is a typical comment. The concept of
comprehensibilit y was adapted from Silk’s (1995) discussion of how the press concerns
itself with explaining eccentric beliefs and ``thereby rendering them comprehensible and
acceptable to readers.’’ For this study, comprehensibilit y was de®ned as seeing the world
as structured, predictable, and explicable. People with this world view want information
and are con®dent they can make sense out of that information.

Effects of Graphic Presentation on Readers
Also of importance to this study of newspaper stories on crime and violence is the effect
of presentation. Previous research has shown that reader knowledge nearly doubled over
that of the control group when both text and graphics were used to report the same story
and that background boxes containing text aided reader understanding (Grif®n &
Stevenson, 1992). Other research has shown the superior effectiveness of sidebar stories
(Ward, 1992) and pullout quotes (Wanta & Gao, 1994; Wanta & Remy, 1995) on recall
of information. Research on pullout quotes is scant. Other than Wanta and colleagues’
studies (Wanta & Gao, 1994; Wanta & Remy, 1995), the closest approximation of the
effects of pullquotes are studies on the use of direct quotations versus paraphrasing in the
text. Weaver and colleagues (1974) found no difference between readers of stories with
direct quotes versus readers of stories with paraphrases on comprehension, retention,
accuracy, believability, and other categories.
For this experiment, it was decided not to use charts and infographic s because of the
mixed results of their effectiveness in helping readers understand and remember information. Some research has found that infographic s aid comprehension and recall (Stark &
Hollander, 1990; Ward, 1992) while other research has found the opposite (Roller, 1980).
Based on the literature, we tested the following hypotheses:
H1a: Since the public health model of reporting gives readers more contextual
and base-rate information, readers in the public health groups would learn more
than readers of the traditional stories in the control group.
H1b: Readers of public health stories presented in graphic format would learn
more than readers of public health stories presented in text format.
H2a: Because base-rate information was offered along with exemplars in the
public health stories, readers would ®nd the public health stories more interesting, relevant, believable, important, and informative than the traditional
stories.
H2b: Readers of public health stories presented in graphic format would ®nd the
stories more interesting, relevant, believable, important, and informative than
readers of the public health stories presented in text format.
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H3: Since the public health stories framed crime and violence as being preventable and offer suggestions for prevention, readers of the public health stories
would support prevention more than readers of the traditional stories.
H4: Stories framed according to the public health model would lead readers in
the public health groups to be more opposed to punishment approaches than
readers in the control group.
H5: Since the public health model of reporting frames stories thematically rather
than episodically, readers of the public health stories would make more attributions of responsibility to society rather than individuals .
H6: Stories framed according to the public health model would lead readers to
agree more strongly that the stories illustrated the consequences of crime.

Methodology
Study 1
In an exploratory study, 89 graduate and undergraduate students attending a Midwestern
university participated in a thought-listin g protocol. Thought listing is a projective test of
cognitive processing that is the principle means for gathering observations of the
knowledge activated by people during message processing (Shapiro, 1994). So as not to
interfere with reading itself, the procedure used a nondirective probe, soliciting reports
immediately after reading was completed.
The participants were assigned randomly to one of two treatment conditions or a
control group. There were approximately 30 participants in each group and equal numbers of female and male participants. Each group was exposed to one of three versions of
newspaper stories about crime and violence. One treatment condition incorporated
contextual and statistical information about the type of crime portrayed in the story
according to the public health model of reporting. It was presented as text only. The
second treatment condition also incorporated the public health information, but presented
it in a graphic formatÐa boxed sidebar with a 30% gray screen. The third condition was
the control group, with the story written in traditional newspaper style, containing no
public health information, and presented as text only.
The four stories were ``breaking news’’ stories on the subjects of domestic violence,
youth violence, alcohol-related assault, and handgun-relate d homicide. The stories were
written to be comparable to most newspapers’ typical length for breaking news crime and
violence stories, around 15- to 18-column inches. The study did not include the extremely
short stories, often called ``briefs,’’ commonly found in newspaper reports of crimes, or
the ``police blotter’’ type news that consists of only a sentence or two. Neither did this
study investigate longer newsfeatures typically written about broad issues for weekend
pieces. We were concerned primarily with examining the medium-length stories on
breaking news that might typically appear on the front page or local front of newspapers.
The stimulus stories were approximately the same lengths and contained all the same
information except for the public health material; in the control condition, additional,
unrelated information about the perpetrator, victim, or the victim’s family, and quotations
or comments from family, friends, or of®cials was included in order to make the stories
the same length. This information was designed to have minimal or no effect on readers’
attribution s of responsibility , the variable of interest in this study. Stories were presented
as ``clips’’Ðindividua l articles that had been clipped out of a newspaperÐrather than
embedded in an entire newspaper page along with stories not of interest to the research.
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After exposure to the stories, participants were asked to complete a thought-listin g
exercise that asked participants to ``Please write down all thoughts and feelings you had
while reading this article, including thoughts and feelings that are not necessarily relevant
to the article.’’ Trained coders categorized the thoughts into areas of world view (just
world, fatalism, and comprehensibility ) broken into causes, consequences, prevention,
and generalizations; attribution of responsibilit y (individua l or societal); believability;
and journalistic criticism. Approximately 10% of the protocols were randomly chosen for
2
reliability analysis. Scott’s Pi was calculated for the categories and ranged from .714 to
1.0 for all but one category, attribution of responsibility . For that category, Scott’s
Pi ˆ .6. However, only ®ve thoughts about responsibilit y were recorded on the protocols
selected for reliability analysis; disagreement on even one drove the numbers down to .6.
The thoughts were also coded for valence (positive , negative, neutral).
The second part of the questionnaire asked participants if they liked the story, and if
it was interesting, relevant to their lives, credible, important, and how fearful it made
them. Answers were measured on a seven-point Likert scale. Other questions measured
factual recall and media use with multiple choice answers, and attribution of responsibility measured on seven-point Likert scales.
The one-way ANOVA in SPSS was used to create analysis of variance tests.
The independent variables of interest were the public health text-only stories, the
public health graphics stories, and the control condition of traditional stories in text only.
The dependent variables of interest for the thought-listin g section were the number of
thoughts in each coding category; for the questionnaire, the dependent variables were the
responses to the Likert and multiple-choic e items.
As a manipulation check to con®rm subjects’ perceptions of public health type
information in the stimuli, we coded the number of comments made about the public
health information such as contextual background and statistical information that was in
the two public health conditions only. Respondents in the control condition made no
comments about the public health information, while readers in the public health text
condition made an average of .24 comments and readers in the public health graphic
condition made an average of .27 comments. Post hoc tests in one-way ANOVA indicated highly signi®cant differences between the two public health groups and the control
group ( p ˆ .0002); thus we felt con®dent in the strength of our manipulation.
Results of Study 1
In the thought-listin g protocols, there were signi®cant differences between the control
group and the public health groups on several measures. Readers in the control group had
signi®cantly more thoughts about attribution of responsibilit y than did readers in the
public health conditions. This held for both societal and individua l attribution s of
responsibility . (See Table 1.) Planned post hoc tests using Scheffe’s method showed that
when it came to thoughts about society’s role in crime and violence, participants who
read the traditional news story had signi®cantly more thoughts about society’s responsibility for problems than did the readers of the public health stories in the text-only
version (F ˆ 3.5, d.f. ˆ 2,325, p ˆ .03). While this ®nding may at ®rst glance seem
counter to the hypothesis, it can better be understood in the context of the valence of
2

Reliability as calculated using Scott’s Pi for each category was as follows: just world ˆ 1.0;
fatalism ˆ 1.0; comprehensibility, broken into causes ˆ .88, consequence s ˆ 1.0, prevention ˆ .8,
and generalizations ˆ .846; attribution of responsibility ˆ .6; believability ˆ .8; journalistic
criticism, broken into structural ˆ .714, conventions ˆ .88, clarity ˆ .714, and public health
information ˆ .83.
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TABLE 1 ANOVAs of Attribution of Responsibility Thoughts by Condition
Control
group
mean

Public
health-text
mean

Public
health-graphic
mean

Societal
Total thoughts
Negative thoughts
Positive thoughts
Neutral thoughts

.093
.000
.000
.093

.009
.009
.000
.000

.065
.037
.000
.028

3.5*
2.71

Individual
Total thoughts
Negative thoughts
Positive thoughts
Neutral thoughts

.232
.13
.000
.102

.027
.009
.000
.018

.093
.065
.000
.029

7.59***
3.65*

F value

5.74**

5.05**

* p < .05 **p < .01 *** p < .001.

those thoughts; the control group participants had almost no negative thoughts about
society’s responsibility , which was de®ned as critical or placing blame for the problem on
social conditions such as lax laws, while the public health-graphic condition readers had
the most negative thoughts about society’s role in the problems of crime and violence
(Means: ControlÐ.00, Public Health-GraphicÐ.037). Although the difference in negative thoughts was not signi®cant, it was marginally so (F ˆ 2.7, d.f. ˆ 2, 325, p ˆ .068.
The control group readers also expressed signi®cantly more neutral thoughts about
society’s responsibilit y than either the public health-text or public health-graphics readers
(F ˆ 5.74, d.f. ˆ 2,325, p ˆ .004).
When viewed in this context, our ®nding is consistent with the hypothesis that public
health information can have an effect on audiences’ attribution s of responsibility . From
these data, the inclusion of public health information in crime and violence news stories
appears to help shift people’s attitudes so they become more critical of society’s role in
crime and violence. When readers of traditionally written stories think about society’s
role in the problems of crime and violence, they are simply expressing neutral statements
such as ``Someone should realize bad things can happen in a crowd’’ or ``We owe it to his
children to ®nd out what happened.’’ They are not as critical as readers of stories that
include public health information. Readers of public health stories are more likely to lay
responsibilit y at the feet of society. Typical responses included ``Why did his company
allow him to work there after being suspended so many times?’’ or ``It’s society that
permits these murderers to go free.’’ (Note: There were no positive thoughts about
society’s responsibilit y for crime and violence.)
Consistent with the ®nding that public health stories encourage criticism of society
for crime and violence, the public health approach decreases attribution of responsibilit y
toward individuals . Readers of the traditionally written crime stories had signi®cantly
more thoughts about individua l responsibilit y than readers of public health text only
stories or readers of public health graphics stories (F ˆ 7.59, d.f. ˆ 2,325, p ˆ .0006). The
valence of those thoughts also was as predicted; the control group had more negative
thoughts and more neutral thoughts about individuals ’ responsibility . Sample responses
include, ``Not only was he inconsiderate of his own family when he decided to kill those
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TABLE 2 ANOVAs of World View Categories by Condition

Fatalism
Just World
Comprehensibility
Generalizations
Prevention
Consequences
Causes

Control
group
mean

Public
health-text
mean

Public
health-graphic
mean

F value

.343
.120
.019
.796
.306
.352
.583

.134
.125
.000
.848
.214
.232
.598

.093
.129
.037
1.31
.204
.167
.379

6.56**
.008
1.24
4.102*
.927
2.83
1.88

* p < .05 ** p < .01.

two men, but he simply doesn’t see others’ lives as important as he should’’; ``What the
heck was she (attacker’s girlfriend) doing during all of this’’; ``I thought that the two men
could have defended themselves’’; ``I don’t understand why the other guys didn’t ®ght
back’’; or ``Even if he is drunk, why would he hit someone he didn’t know?’’ (Note:
There were no positive thoughts about individual responsibility. )
When examining our world view categories, we found that readers of the traditional
news stories were signi®cantly more pessimistic than either public health condition using
planned post hoc Scheffe tests (F ˆ 6.56, d.f. ˆ 2,325, p ˆ .0016). (See Table 2.) Pessimism, measured as fatalism, was de®ned as viewing things as random, with no logical
cause or reason, following Rotter’s construct (Rotter, 1954; Rotter et al., 1972). Those
with fatalistic views of the world see social change as impossible, so any attempts to
better the world are futile. Comments coded as fatalism were typically, ``The world is
getting more dangerous,’’ ``This just came out of the blue,’’ and ``There’s nothing anyone
could have done to prevent this.’’ That readers of the traditional stories were signi®cantly
more likely to agree with the fatalistic statements than were readers of either type of
public health story reinforces the criticism of status quo journalism as contributin g to an
apathetic citizenry.
The categories of just world and comprehensibilit y world views showed no signi®cant differences between groups (just world F ˆ .0077, d.f. ˆ 2, 325, p ˆ .992; comprehensibility F ˆ 1.23, d.f. ˆ 2, 325, p ˆ .293). People with the just world point of view
(Lerner, 1970; Lerner & Matthews, 1967; Lerner & Simmons, 1966) typically see society
as fair and the status quo as desirable. They believe conformity to rules and authority is
important, and punishment is appropriate. ``People get what they deserve,’’ is a typical
comment. The concept of comprehensibilit y was de®ned as seeing the world as structured, predictable, and explicable. People with this world view want information and are
con®dent they can make sense out of that information. The comprehensibility worldview
category was also coded according to a number of statements about causes, consequences, prevention, generalizations from individua l events to larger things, and
comments about needing more information to ®gure things out. The only subcategory that
showed signi®cant differences between groups was generalizations. In this category, the
public health graphics condition showed signi®cantly more generalization comments than
either the control group or the public health text group. This was consistent with the
public health model predictions since the generalizations our participants made all
re¯ected an attempt to put events in context.
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Counter to our predictions about public health information, there were no signi®cant
differences between groups on number of thoughts about prevention, consequences, or
causes (prevention F ˆ .927, d.f. ˆ 2, 325, p ˆ .397; consequences F ˆ 2.83, d.f. ˆ 2, 325,
p ˆ .061; causes F ˆ 1.88, d.f. ˆ 2, 325, p ˆ .154). We surmised that while people may
have had thoughts about the public health information they had just read, they may not
have been strong enough with this one-time manipulation to change attitudes. Attitudes
toward prevention, consequences, and causes may be like attitudes toward products as a
result of advertisingÐthe effects become apparent only after long-term, multiple exposures. Our one-time manipulation may not have been strong enough to in¯uence attitudes
developed over years of exposure to media messages emphasizing individua l responsibility framed episodically. We intend to study the longitudina l effects of public health
model reporting in future studies.
However, we were encouraged by the lack of signi®cant differences between groups
regarding the number of comments about believability, clarity of the stories, the way they
were written or reported, and the journalisti c conventions such as naming victims, giving
addresses, or the appearance of objectivity and bias. Even though the addition of public
health information such as statistics and background information on crimes in general is
out of the ordinary, it apparently did not make readers think the stories were more biased
or unfair than traditionally written stories.
Study 2
Encouraged by the results of the thought-listin g protocol, we next tested the public health
model of reporting using a 3£ 3 factorial design. In this between-subjects experiment, 127
students at a large Midwestern university were randomly assigned to one of two treatment
conditions or a control group. Again, there were approximately the same number of male
and female participants. Individua l group sizes ranged from 40 to 45. Each group was
exposed to one of three versions of a mock newspaper containing stories about crime and
violence. Two public health conditions incorporated contextual and statistical information about the type of crime portrayed in the story according to the public health model of
reporting. One public health condition was presented as text only. The other public health
condition also incorporated the public health information but presented it in a graphic
formatÐa boxed sidebar and a text-based chart. The third condition was the control
group, with the story written in traditional newspaper style, containing no public health
information, and presented as text only.
This time, three breaking news stories were presented, incorporated into mock pages
of an actual newspaper in order to more closely simulate the way readers actually read
news stories in the natural environment. To control for order effects, a Latin square
design was used. Each of the three stories was presented on the front page, the local front,
and an inside jump page for 27 different versions, with participants randomly assigned to
the versions.
The stories were about youth violence, alcohol-related rape, and handgun-relate d
homicide. In the youth violence story, a 17-year-old boy was shot in the leg when four
other youths broke up an after-school basketball game with gun®re. Police arrested a
suspect and speculated that the shooting was the result of an argument between youths
from rival schools over girls and money. In the alcohol-related rape story, an 18-year-old
woman reported being assaulted at a fraternity house party where alcohol was being
served. In the homicide story, a 43-year-old university employee was shot in the chest
and killed early one morning at a car wash. His wallet was missing and police suspect the
motive was robbery. All three stories were based on actual events in the community of
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the study at least a year earlier. These stories were chosen for their potential interest and
relevance to the study participantsÐyoung college students. In addition, two of the three
were representative of typical crimes of that nature; that is, victims are more likely to
know their assailants, sexual assaults are more likely to occur when the assailant and=or
victim have been drinking, and so on. Only the murder story was atypical in that the
victim was killed by strangers.
Again, we made the stories approximately the same length; additional, unrelated
information about the perpetrator, victim, or the victim’s family, and quotations or
comments from family, friends, or of®cials was included in the control condition in order
to adjust for the added material in the public health stories. As in the ®rst study, all stories
were written to eliminate any mention of race; names were changed to be ethnically
ambiguous, and locations were ®ctitious to avoid any racial inferences.
After exposure, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire that measured
knowledge of details in the stories using multiple choice answers, and how interesting,
relevant, believable, important, and informative the stories were on seven-point Likert
scales. Respondents were also asked, ``What race would you say the people in this story
were’’ and were given choices of Black, White, Hispanic, Asian, other, and not sure for
both assailant and victim of each story. Attitudes toward prevention and punishment and
attribution of responsibilit y for crime and violence were measured on 4-point Likert
scales with no neutral point. Other questions collected data on media use, attention to
crime in the media, political party identi®cation, liberal-to-conservativ e ideology, and the
usual demographics.

Results of Study 2
Hypotheses 1a and 1b
To test knowledge, participants were asked to answer six factual questions for each
story. The answers to the ®rst two questions were given in all story conditions. The
answers to the third and fourth questions were given only to readers of the public health
stories and were presented in the text in both conditions. The answers to the ®fth and
sixth questions were also given only to readers of the public health stories, but were
presented in the text in the public health text condition, and in the graphics in the public
health graphic condition. We did not present this information to participants in the control
group (traditiona l stories), because we wanted to see how well they would be able to
answer these questions based on the amount of this kind of public health information that
is commonly available in naturalistic conditions rather than in our experiment. Because
participants in the control group who did not have the answers to questions 3 through 6
sometimes knew the correct answer, the scores for questions 3 through 6 were adjusted by
subtracting the guess rate of the control group.
One-way ANOVAs showed no signi®cant differences between the three groups on
knowledge questions 1 and 2, as expected. However, there were signi®cant differences on
knowledge questions 3 and 4 for the handgun-relate d homicide story (F ˆ 13.6, d.f. ˆ 2,
124, p ˆ .0005) and the youth crime story (F ˆ 14.3, d.f. ˆ 2, 124, p ˆ .0005), and on
knowledge questions 5 and 6 for the homicide story (F ˆ 5.29, d.f. ˆ 2, 124, p ˆ .006).
Planned post hoc analyses using Tukey’s method revealed the differences to be as we
hypothesized; there were signi®cant differences between both the control group and the
public health text group (youth crime 3 and 4, p ˆ .0005; homicide 3 and 4, p ˆ .0005,
homicide 5 and 6, p ˆ .018) and between the control group and the public health graphic
group (youth crime 3 and 4, p ˆ .0005; homicide 3 and 4, p ˆ .0005; homicide 5 and 6,
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TABLE 3 ANOVA Results of Knowledge Variables by Story and Condition
F value
Alcohol story
Knowledge 1&2
Knowledge 3&4
Knowledge 5&6

.815
1.485
.267

Youth story
Knowledge 1&2
Knowledge 3&4

.155
14.31***

Knowledge 5&6
Homicide story
Knowledge 1&2
Knowledge 3&4
Knowledge 5&6

Signi®cant post hoc means

Control ¡ .005

PH-text .632***
PH-graphic .47***

1.299
1.081
13.603***

Control .000

5.287**

Control .000

PH-text .614***
PH-graphic .756***
PH-text .405*
PH-graphic .422***

* p < .05 ** p < .01 *** p < .001.

p ˆ .01) for all signi®cant variables. Therefore, Hypothesis 1a was con®rmed. (See
Table 3.)
However, Hypothesis 1b was not completely con®rmed for all variables; in only two
out of three stories were the mean knowledge scores of the public health graphic group
higher than the mean knowledge scores of the public health text group. For the homicide
story, the public health graphic group’s mean knowledge score was .422 on questions 5
and 6 compared with the public health text group’s mean knowledge score of .405; and
on questions 3 and 4, the public health graphic group’s mean score (.756) was also higher
than the public health text group’s mean score (.614). But for questions 3 and 4 of the
youth crime story, the public health text group had a higher mean score (.632) than the
public health-graphic group (.47), contrary to our hypothesis.
It appears that the public health information did increase readers’ knowledge;
however, this effect was not consistent across all stories.
Hypotheses 2a and 2b
A factor analysis of all ®ve variables for each storyÐinteresting, believable, relevant, informative, and importantÐextracted a single factor for each story that we call
``liking.’’ (See Table 4a.) Analysis of variance of the three liking factors all showed
signi®cant differences between groups. (See Table 4b.) For the homicide liking factor and
the alcohol liking factor, Tukey’s post hoc analyses showed the signi®cant differences
were between the control group and the public health text group only (homicide liking
p ˆ .013, alcohol liking p ˆ .001). For the youth liking factor, the signi®cant differences
were between both control group and public health text group (p ˆ .0005) and between
control group and public health graphic group (p ˆ .046). However, in all cases, the mean
liking factor scores were higher for the control group than for either public health
group. Thus, Hypotheses 2a and 2b were not supported. It seems that adding base rate
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TABLE 4A Factor Loadings by Factor by Retained Scale Items for Important, Relevant,
Information, Interesting and Believable Statements

Important
Relevant
Gave information
Interesting
Believable

Youth liking
factor

Alcohol liking
factor

Homicide liking
factor

.744
.714
.597
.597
.436

.737
.732
.677
.579
.523

.784
*
.747
.689
.618

*In the Homicide Liking factor, multicollinearity was detected between the variables Relevant
and Important, so the Relevant variable was removed.

TABLE 4B ANOVA Results of Liking Factors by Story and Condition
F value

Post hoc means

Alcohol liking factor

6.714**

Control .38

Youth liking factor

7.189***

Control .391

Homicide liking factor

4.043*

Control .303

PH-text
PH-graphic
PH-text
PH-graphic
PH-text
PH-graphic

¡.315***
¡.044
¡.319***
¡.049*
¡.264*
¡.023

* p < .05 ** p < .01 *** p < .001.

information to the exemplars in an attempt to add context actually decreases readers’
liking for the stories. In all cases, readers of the public health stories found them to be
signi®cantly less interesting and=or relevant, believable, informative, and important than
did readers of traditionally written stories that relied on exemplars and did not present
base rate information. Furthermore, while not signi®cantly different, the means for the
public health graphic groups were all lower on the liking factor than were the means for
the public health text or control groups. This has serious implications if the public health
model of reporting is to appeal to readers.
Hypotheses 3 and 4
Seventeen variables designed to measure readers’ attitudes toward the effectiveness
of prevention and punishment on crime and violence were factor analyzed. (See the
Appendix for exact wording of questions.) Although the questions were designed to
measure either preventive or punitive attitudes, factor analysis revealed a third, unanticipated factor, which we determined measured causal statements, that is, statements of
3
risk factors and behaviors by the victims that may have led to the crime. Seven variables
3

An anonymous reviewer noted that because the factors loaded as they did, we could not
present a clear picture of whether there was a transition from a focus on individual risk factors to
endorsement of environmental risk factors in the readers’ perceptions. We agree; future research
should examine this specifically to provide a better understanding of the underlying shift in
attitudes.
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TABLE 5A Factor Loadings by Factor of Retained Scale Items of Causal, Punishment,
and Prevention Statements
Causal
factor

Punishment
factor

Prevention
factor

.609
.585
.570
.497
.421
.321
.299

.029
.067
.185
.074
.237
.041
.066

.057
.013
¡.068
.177
.0757
¡.038
¡.183

Q16 - Death penalty for all murders
Q12 - Try teens with guns as adults
Q3 - Have repeat offender laws
Q15 - All murders as bad as premeditated
Q4 - Keep suspects in jail until trial

¡.021
.158
¡.017
¡.018
.249

.585
.552
.465
.421
.328

¡.166
¡.033
.139
.268
.002

Q2 - Education is effective prevention
Q14 - Don’t go to isolated places
Q17 - Make it so criminals can’t get guns

¡.028
.031
.259

.207
.246
.325

.615
.575
.387

Q5 - Worry in a bar
Q8 - Ban alcohol on campus
Q7 - Harsh on alcohol crime
Q6 - Women vulnerable when drinking
Q9 - Warn teens about crowds
Q13 - Make it dif®cult to get guns

NOTE: Questions 1 and 10 were deleted because of low and complex loadings. Question 17 was
transformed using a 1=X procedure to improve normality.

loaded purely on factor 1Ðthe causal factor, and ®ve on factor 2Ðthe punishment factor.
Factor 3Ðthe prevention factorÐwas de®ned by two variables that loaded cleanly on it,
and one that cross loaded with factor 2. Neither of the pure variables on factor 3 were at
.70 or higher, which would warrant cautious acceptance of a two-factor variable, so the
cross-loaded variable was retained. (See Table 5a.) Interpretation of this variable (``Gun
control laws should make sure that someone who has committed a crime cannot get
access to a gun’’) revealed that it could indeed be construed as representing both prevention, since it aims to keep guns out of the hands of criminals, and punishment, since it
is a form of punishment to take guns away from individuals when they commit crimes.
The residuals of the reproduced correlation matrix were all low, indicating little difference between the original and the reproduced correlation matrix. Two variables were
dropped from analysis because of low communalities and factor loading scores less
than .3. (See Table 5a.)
Although all statements were written to re¯ect either punishment or prevention
strategies, the emergence of a causal factor is interesting and in keeping with the public
health model theory. The strongest factor, factor 1, at ®rst glance appeared to be a mix
of punishment and prevention statements. However, closer inspection revealed the
causal orientation of all the variables loaded on this factor. For example, ``Anytime you
go to a bar or party where alcohol is served, you have to worry about someone getting
drunk and doing something violent,’’ ``It’s especially dangerous for women to drink
alcohol because they are vulnerable to being raped,’’ and ``If states would make it more
dif®cult to get guns, we would have fewer random murders,’’ all re¯ect prevention
strategies. However, as our factor analysis points out, more importantly they are
re¯ecting readers’ awareness of the risk factors of crime and violence and their
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TABLE 5B ANOVA Results of Causal, Punishment, and Prevention Factors by
Condition
F value
Causal factor

2.12

Punishment factor

.142

Prevention factor

3.315*

Post hoc means
Control .211
Control .037
Control ¡.257

PH-text
PH-graphic
PH-text
PH-graphic
PH-text
PH-graphic

¡ .031
¡ .158
¡ .054
.018
¡ .084
.150*

* p < .05.

association with cause. These statements differ from those that loaded onto the prevention factor in that they are not blatant statements of what to do to prevent crime, but
carry implications of risk and causation along with the idea of prevention. Similarly,
the punitive statements that loaded on this factor also re¯ect an awareness of causation.
For example, ``Fraternities, sororities, and other university organizations that serve
alcohol should be banned from participating in campus activities,’’ ``It’s too easy for
teenagers today to get guns; we should have harsher punishment for parents and other
adults who allow teens access to guns,’’ and ``Anyone who violates the law while under
the in¯uence of alcohol should be treated more harshly than people who commit the
same crime but are not under the in¯uence’’ can be interpreted as twofoldÐboth causal
and punitive.
The statements that loaded on the punishment factor are all unambiguous, blatant
statements of punishment. For example, ``Any teenager who commits a crime with a gun
should be tried as an adult,’’ and ``We need to change the laws so that repeat violent
offenders are locked up for at least 25 years.’’ The statements that loaded on the prevention factor are likewise unambiguous statements of prevention: ``Education and
community involvement in prevention programs are more effective in reducing crime and
violence than prisons,’’ and ``I wouldn’t go to an isolated place like a car wash anytime
except during the day.’’
Analysis of variance of these three factors revealed signi®cant differences on only
one factor, the prevention factor (F ˆ 3.315, d.f. ˆ 2, 124, p ˆ .04) with differences
between the control group and the public health graphic group ( p ˆ .05) in planned post
hoc comparisons. As hypothesized, participants in the public health condition were more
likely to support preventive measures than were participants in the control condition. (See
Table 5b.) Therefore, Hypothesis 3 was con®rmed; the public health stories did induce
these readers to support prevention more than traditional stories. But Hypothesis 4 was
rejected since there was no signi®cant difference between the public health groups and
the control group on attitudes toward punishment. Deeper re¯ection on how these seemingly contradictory attitudes can coexist reveals them to be not so contradictory after
all. Individuals can endorse socially based prevention measures without rejecting individual responsibility and, therefore, punishment. Perhaps the endorsement of both social
prevention measures in tandem with the desire to hold individuals accountable for their
own actions and punish them accordingly represents a more sophisticated understanding
of crime and violence than the either±or approach originally hypothesized.
There was also a signi®cant gender difference on the prevention factor, with women
supporting prevention statements more than men (F ˆ 7.353, d.f. 1, p ˆ .008).
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Hypothesis 5
There was no support for the hypothesis that readers of public health stories would
make more societal attributions of responsibilit y than individua l attributions compared
with readers of traditional stories. Our attribution of responsibility variables loaded onto
two factorsÐone representing individual attributions , one representing societal attributionsÐjust as we had planned, but analysis of variance revealed no signi®cant differences. There were signi®cant gender differences, however. Women made signi®cantly
more societal attribution s of responsibility regarding prevention than did men (F ˆ 4.02,
d.f. ˆ 2, p ˆ .047).
Hypothesis 6
The hypothesis that readers of public health stories would agree more strongly than
readers of traditional stories that the stories illustrated the consequences of crime was not
supported; however, there was a signi®cant difference between readers of the public
health text version and readers of the public health graphics version (F ˆ 5.362, d.f. ˆ 2,
p ˆ .006). Three statements of consequences, one for each story, measured on four-point
Likert scales were combined (Cronbach’s alpha ˆ .70). A post hoc test revealed that
readers of the public health graphic stories agreed signi®cantly more with consequence
statements such as, ``This story shows that one consequence of alcohol abuse is increased
sexual assaults,’’ or ``This story shows that one consequence of the increased availability
of handguns is more youth violence’’ than did readers of the public health text-only
version.
Stereotyping Findings
While no formal hypothesis about stereotyping was proposed, there were some
interesting ®ndings regarding participants’ tendency to stereotype crime victims and
assailants by race. Even though all stories were written to eliminate any mention of race,
names were changed to be ethnically ambiguous, and locations were ®ctitious to avoid
any racial inferences, we wondered if readers’ preexisting schemas about race and crime
would in¯uence their reading of these stories. For each of the three stories, respondents
were asked, ``What race would you say the people in this story were?’’ and were given
choices of Black, White, Hispanic, Asian, Other, and not sure for both assailant and
victim. Despite overt attempts to present the stories in a race-neutral manner, and even
after offering the option to choose ``can’t tell’’ rather than a speci®c race, 89.9% of this
study’s respondents imputed race on one or more of the six questions. Only 10.1% never
imputed race. There were clear patterns of racial stereotyping by story subject as well. In
the story about an alcohol-related rape at a fraternity, 79.5% of respondents said both
assailant and victim were White. In the story about a shooting at an after-school basketball game, 52% of respondents said both assailant and victim were Black. The
handgun-relate d murder at a car wash was the most ambiguous story in our study participants’ minds; 49% of respondents said ``can’t tell’’ to one or more questions. Still,
22% said both assailant and victim were White, and 16.5% said the assailant was White
and the victim Black. Analysis of variance revealed no signi®cant differences on frequency of stereotyping by treatment condition; however, control group participants who
read the traditional stories had a higher mean than either of the public health groups.

Disscussion
These two experiments on the cognitive and attitudina l impact of crime stories written to
include a public health context are exploratory, but they suggest some signi®cant
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possibilitie s and concerns. The ®rst study provided demonstration that embedding public
health information into stories can change readers’ attribution s of responsibility . Attitudes become more critical of society’s role in crime and violence rather than simply
focusing on the individual’s role. In fact, there is less individual blame in the public
health contexted stories, and there is less ``fatalism’’ of the sort represented by the
statement, ``There’s nothing anyone could have done to prevent this.’’ But in Study 1,
there was no evidence that the public health story readers thought differently about
prevention, consequences, or causes. After the fact, we thought the manipulations may
not have been strong enough, or the single encounter with such stories in the laboratories
was not suf®cient to create differentiated cognitions or attitudes about these aspects of
crime.
Study 2 was designed to make the public health information more salient to individuals, in the graphic presentation, in fact, to pull out the information and locate it
separately from the story itself. We also embedded the stories in simulated newspaper
environments with the intent to make the experimental environment more ecologically
valid.
Although there was some variation across stories, there was strong indication that
both the public health text-alone material and the public health graphic condition led to
greater acquisition of knowledge. But, surprisingly , the graphic condition did not consistently prove stronger than the text-alone condition. Thus people do pick up the public
health information, but seem to do as well when it is in the story itself as when it occurs
in a separate location.
Also surprising and certainly troubling for the perspective that the addition of public
health information on crime is important for citizens to have available was the fact that
the public health enhanced stories were evaluated more negatively by a factor that was a
blend of interesting, believable, relevant, informative, and important. Without the feature
of ``liking’’ for stories, readers are obviously less likely to read, and lack of this most
basic motivation is troubling . We do not know exactly how much of ``news’’ people
could be said to ``like’’ in the sense used here, but clearly the impact of the approach
advocated by public health professionals (Dorfman et al., 1997) will depend on
explorations in writing these kinds of stories in a way that make readers evaluate them
more positively.
Most important in Study 2, we found that simply reading three stories in which crime
was embedded in a context that showed how the event ®t into base rate and causal linkages had a signi®cant effect on how much readers agreed with a prevention perspective.
For example, people were more likely in the public health context conditions to agree that
education and community involvement in prevention programs were more effective in
reducing crime and violence than prisons. But, interestingly , there was no corresponding
greater disagreement with punishment statements such as, ``A murder that results from a
robbery is just as bad as premeditated murder and perpetrators should get the same
punishment.’’ In current studies of news effects, punishment and prevention approaches
are considered two ends of a single continuum. Here, however, the scales were independent of each other and that independence was validated by the fact that our experimental stories affected the prevention responses but not the punishment responses.
Actually, this makes some intuitiv e sense in that one might strongly want to manipulate
the social environment so as to increase prevention, but when prevention fails, one might
be just as eager to punish individuals .
A ®nal important aspect of Study 2 was the emergence of a nonpredicted scale of
what we dubbed ``causality.’’ The items in this scale were originally designed to be either
prevention or punishment items, but instead these items became a dimension independent
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of either of those other scales. They are linked by the ``if±then’’form. ``If you go to where
alcohol is served, you have to worry about violence.’’ Or, ``If states make it more dif®cult
to get guns, there would be fewer random murders.’’ While these statements may imply a
prevention approach, they are in a form that people can better use as what might be called
``rules for safer living.’’ For our participants, these ``if±then rules’’ are different from the
classic notions of prevention and punishment. Apparently, however, the causality
dimension was too strongly embedded in people for it to be signi®cantly affected by the
stories in the public health condition. The present results suggest that further foundational
work is needed in identifying and classifying the kinds of ideas people have about public
health issues.
As with any laboratory approach to studying the news, the usual criticisms of student
subjects apply. An educated college student sample may well be different from the
general population, especially in their ability to interpret statistical information, an
important skill in this study. Future studies should include a more representative sample.
Another major caveat is the fact that a brief reading of newspaper stories cannot be
expected to produce the same kind or degree of impact that everyday reading amassed
over long time periods may have. We would eventually hope that a real newspaper would
be willing to adopt crime reporting of the type experimented with here, thus allowing
research on the long-term effects.
Talking about crime episodes while also pointing out their pattern of occurrence, and
what variables are associated with their occurrence, can produce enhanced knowledge in
readers. Although we worked hard here to produce interesting and credible stories, adding
the public health material did not enhance evaluations from readers. But even though the
manipulation was a brief, one-time-only event, the result did demonstrate that attitudes
toward prevention could be affected. The next steps we suggest are further experimenting
with how these stories can be written better, in a more motivating way for readers, and
with movement toward testing the long-term impact of changing our way of reporting
crime to a way that helps citizens understand it as a public health disease.
Practical Implications
The public health model has some serious dif®culties to overcome in addition to the fact
that readers in this study did not ®nd the stories very interesting. Beyond the problem of
how to make base rate information more compelling, journalists, and even the framers of
the public health model of reporting, have concerns about incorporating this approach
into daily journalism. Time and space constraints are the most obvious limitations; the
ability to even obtain necessary statistics and public health information is another. For
example, in constructing the stimulus stories for these experiments, one of the
researchers, a 15-year veteran of newspaper journalism, found it extremely dif®cult and
often impossible to locate the necessary data on the local or state level. In the Midwestern
community where the study was conducted, local law enforcement of®cials do not
routinely collect such data in a format that is accessible to journalists. The data exist, but
it must be laboriously compiled by sifting through individua l arrest records and incident
reports. Of®cials were able to provide some informationÐper diem costs to house suspects in the county jail, for exampleÐbut not others, including the breakdown of crimes
by type of gun used, or even whether it was a handgun or long gun, and speci®c information on juvenile crime beyond the number of incidents per year; in this community,
there was no way to ®nd out how many instances of juvenile crime involved handguns,
for example. The response of law enforcement of®cials to questions about providing data
was typically that their job is to ®ght crime, not generate statistics. This experience was
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not unusual or limited to crime statistics. In the process of his research involving public
health departments, researcher Craig Trumbo has run into similar problems. ``As you
point out, the greater dif®culty came up when asking states for details on each of the
investigation s done in 1997. Only about half were able to provide these data. There is
great nonuniformit y across states in the method of record keeping (in about any context).
Some states had this material on hand. Some had to dig for it a bit. A few could have dug
for the data but didn’t have the personnel resources to do so. And quite a few simply
didn’t keep those records’’ (Trumbo, personal communication, 2001). Neither do most
reporters have the time to sift through reports of individual crimes and arrest records to
build their own databases. Some journalists are learning to build their own databases; the
®eld of computer-assisted reporting is encouraging this and training journalists to do so.
However, most journalists who have the time for this are investigative reporters at large
news organizations. In order to be most effective, the public health model of reporting
would need to be incorporated into reporters’ daily beats at all sizes of media outlets, not
just the largest ones. It is encouraging for the public health model that research has shown
that newspaper stories are getting longer (Barnhurst & Mutz, 1997), since the inclusion of
this type of information necessitates adding to the length of stories. However, as newshole shrinks in the face of economic pressures, this remains a concern. In this study,
nearly half of each story in the public health conditions was devoted to contextual public
health-type information. We deliberately made this manipulation strong in order to see if
effects were present; however, devoting such a high percentage of the story to public
health information is not very practical for real news organizations. It should also be
repeated that, even with nearly half the story devoted to public health information, our
study found it dif®cult to produce changes in readers’ perceptions.
If the public health model is to be successful, proponents need to think of new and
creative ways to introduce the concept to journalists. Suggestions that involve enormous
commitments of money and staff by news organizations are not likely to be well received.
For example, suggestions to hire and train a computer-assisted reporter, publish a weekly
section that focuses on solutions to crime and violence, or have the violence-preventio n
reporter write a weekly column on the most prominent violence incidents (Stevens, 1998)
may be too taxing to news organizations’ already tight budgets. It may be more practical
to introduce the public health model into other departments that are not so focused on
deadlines. For example, feature departments have more time and space to delve into
issues and do the reporting necessary to accumulate public health data, and so they can
produce second-day or ``follow-up’’ stories. It has even been suggested that the public
health approach be aimed not at police reporters, but at reporters who cover medical and
social policy issues. ``Crime reporters are so focused on daily reportingÐcovering
breaking crime,’’ said one reporter, ``Nor do they have the expertise to cover violence as a
health issue.’’ (Osborn, 1998, p. 12).
Public health professionals can help by assisting reporters to gain access to data. In
light of the dif®culties we had in even obtaining the necessary public health information
for four stimulus stories, this seems like an area that cries out for reform. Finding ways to
help state health departments and law enforcement of®cials organize pertinent records in
a uniform manner and making it more accessible is an effort that public health professionals may want to undertake. Journalists themselves say they are hungry for the kind of
information that adds context to their reports; in trade publications and other forums that
discuss media performance, there is a glut of criticism regarding episodic reporting
(Bishop, 1993; Goodman, 1993; Long, 2000; O’Brien, 1998; Paxton, 1998; Plate, 1995;
Schiraldi, 1999). Journalists pay particular attention to criticism that comes from within
their own profession, so perhaps they are not really ignoring calls for more thematic
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stories and contextual information but ®nd it dif®cult if not impossible to get the
information that would allow them to improve.
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APPENDIX
Questions used in the factor analysis that derived three factors: causal, punishment,
prevention.
Please rate how well you agree with the following statements: (Strongly Disagree ˆ 1 to
Strongly Agree ˆ 4)
1. Besides being careful, most individuals can do very little to prevent crime and
violence.
2. Education and community involvement in prevention programs are more effective in
reducing crime and violence than prisons.
3. We need to change the laws so that repeat violent offenders are locked up for at least
25 years.
4. In order to protect the community, someone who is arrested should be kept in jail
until his or her case comes to trial.
5. Anytime you do to a bar or party where alcohol is served, you have to worry about
someone getting drunk and doing something violent.
6. It’s especially dangerous for women to drink alcohol because they are vulnerable to
being raped.
7. Anyone who violates the law while under the in¯uence of alcohol should be treated
more harshly than people who commit the same crime but are not under the in¯uence.
8. Fraternities, sororities, and other university organizations that serve alcohol should
be banned from participating in campus activities.
9. If I had teenage children, I would caution them against large crowds.
10. Metal detectors should be installed at the entrances to all schools and playgrounds .
11. It’s too easy for teenagers today to get guns; we should have harsher punishment for
parents and other adults who allow teens access to guns.
12. Any teenager who commits a crime with a gun should be tried as an adult.
13. If states would make it more dif®cult to get guns, we would have fewer random
murders.
14. I wouldn’t go to an isolated place like a car wash anytime except during the day.
15. A murder that results from a robbery is just as bad as premeditated murder and
perpetrators should get the same punishment.
16. Someone who has a history of violent crime and is then convicted of murder should
receive the death penalty, no matter what the circumstances.
17. Gun control laws should make sure that someone who has committed a crime cannot
get access to a gun.

